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Overview – Why use Alternative Structures

1.

2.

Sponsors
a)

Expand and diversify portfolio of products / help achieve
scale

b)

Attract new investors

c)

Allow more flexibility in assets

Investors
a)

Diversify portfolio of investment products and types of
assets

b)

Different liquidity options

c)

Different legal frameworks / fund terms
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Overview – Types of Alternative Structures

1.

Open-Ended Illiquid Asset Funds

2.

Business Development Companies (“BDCs”)

3.

Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (“SPACs”)

4.

Continuation Funds and Other GP-led Liquidity Solutions
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Open-Ended Illiquid Asset Funds

Brian Greene
Partner
New York
bgreene@willkie.com

Overview
Continuously offered, no fixed term, investors can periodically redeem out of fund
Functions similarly to a hedge fund
Can be used to invest in any illiquid asset with relatively stable value that is relatively easy to value by
appraisal
▪

Multifamily real estate

▪

Certain credit instruments

▪

Investments in relatively mature, cash-flowing companies

Not a good investment vehicle for assets whose value is hard to determine or is expected to fluctuate
▪

Real estate development

▪

Turnarounds and LBOs

▪

Early-stage venture

Closed End / Open End Flip Funds – some funds begin as closed end funds and flip to open-end funds
according to predetermined terms
▪

Term sheet or amendment attached to fund’s LPA

▪

Vote of LPs or LPAC to trigger the flip
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Fundraising / Capital Contributions
Investors typically subscribe for interests and commit capital just like in a typical private equity fund; capital is
called down on an as-needed basis

Typically investors subscribe in “lots” (e.g. 1 lot per year) and capital commitments in a given lot must be fully
called before capital can be called for the next lot, subject to limited exceptions

Interests in fund can be issued (in connection with a capital call) either at par ($1.00), NAV or on a hybrid basis
▪

NAV may be measured at the time capital is called or may be locked in when investors subscribe to a given lot

▪

No “true-up” or admissions interest charge, as you would see in a closed-end PE fund

New investors may subscribe on an ongoing basis – typically once a quarter or once a year
▪

Ensure good private offering at all times

▪

Form D will need to be amended on an annual basis

Perpetually changing investor base
▪

Sensitivities of investor base may change over time, as may each investor’s respective voting power

▪

Important to consider make-up of investor base for various regulatory and tax purposes
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Redemptions
Investors can request redemption of their interests on a periodic basis, after giving advance notice

There is usually an initial lock-up period (lock-up may be “soft” and/or “hard”), which may coincide with the
investment period or be longer.
▪

Lock-up period applies on a lot-by-lot basis

▪

Typically, an investor cannot redeem an interest until all capital with respect to such interest is called

Sources of cash for liquidity
▪

Operating cash flow from investments

▪

Capital from subscriptions

▪

Borrowings

▪

Proceeds from asset sales
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Redemptions (Continued)
▪

Is fund required to sell assets to fund redemptions? Different approaches:
▪

Not required

▪

Commercially reasonable efforts, after taking into account other sources and uses of funding

▪

Requirement to sell assets if redemption requests outstanding for a certain period of time or certain
percentage in interest has submitted redemption requests

Prioritizing redemption requests
▪

First come, first served

▪

Lot by lot

▪

Pro rata based on redemption requests

▪

Pro rata based on capital commitments

Fund may hold back a portion of redemption proceeds until tax and other liabilities allocable to redeeming
investor’s interest are confirmed
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Distributions / DRIPs
Fund generally does not make distributions other than periodic dividends pursuant to a dividend policy, tax
distributions (and distributions pursuant to redemption requests)

Funds will typically adopt a “DRIP” plan
▪

Investors can elect to have distributions reinvested into the Fund
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Manager Compensation
Management Fee
▪

For funds with an initial drawdown period, management fee often charged on commitments during such period

▪

Otherwise management fee often based on either NAV or invested capital

Performance fees – different approaches
▪

Not all open-end funds pay a performance fee

▪

Most common approach – performance fee based on NAV (mark to market basis)

▪

▪

Typically paid annually and on redemption by an LP

▪

Often subject to a hurdle, which may be an index or a set target return

▪

May be subject to a high water mark or multi-year performance measurement period, with potential clawback
at end of the period.

Manager may be required to keep incentive compensation invested in fund
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Manager Compensation (Continued)
Performance fees – different approaches (Continued)
▪

▪

Less common approach – carried interest
▪

Since fund retains all proceeds, carry is taken on proceeds from the sale of assets by the fund (not
distributions to LPs)

▪

Not useful when the fund employs a buy and hold strategy (which is common for open-end funds)

▪

Does not give rise to the same valuation issues as annual incentive fee since the carried interest is cashbased

Hybrid approach – carried interest on distributions or redemptions
▪

Carried interest paid at investor level when the fund makes a distribution or an investor redeems
▪

Since open-end funds rarely make large distributions, the GP generally needs to wait for an investor to
redeem to get its carry

▪

Fund may employ a mechanic to force payment of carried interest after a certain amount of time if an
investor does not redeem
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Valuations
Funds must obtain independent 3rd party valuations, which are used to set NAV
▪

Technically, NAV is set by GP based on 3rd party valuations and other inputs

Typically each of the fund’s assets is valued once annually by the independent valuation agent
▪

This may be done on a rolling basis – i.e., ¼ of the fund’s assets valued each quarter, or all at once

▪

Some funds will have 3rd party “bring-down appraisals” of assets that are not being valued in a given quarter
▪

Limited valuation process – doesn’t involve full analysis for each asset

▪

Many funds skip the third party “bring-down appraisals”
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Investment Restrictions
Usually measured off of commitments or target commitments during drawdown period

After drawdown period, may be measured off of NAV or commitments
▪

if measured off of NAV, baskets will grow or shrink depending on fundraising / redemptions and fund performance

▪

if measured off of NAV and NAV increases, is fund required to sell existing assets to comply?

Financing
Open-end funds typically use a subscription line to bridge capital calls, just like closed-end funds

In some cases, may also have a warehouse or asset-based facility
▪

Leverage can be used to acquire assets and fund operations of the fund, including redemptions
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Fund Terms; Amendments
Legal technology tends to change over time, but open-end fund terms tend to stick

Sponsors try to include flexibility in their fund documents, and try to avoid amendments

Many funds permit amendments without LP consent
▪

Subject to exceptions, e.g., for material adverse economic effect on a particular LP or class of LPs

▪

If investors aren’t happy, they can vote with their feet

Side Letters
MFN process can be trickier with open-end funds
▪

MFNs are often only given to investors at certain minimum commitment amounts

▪

MFNs may be limited to certain terms only (e.g., economics)

Compliance can become quite burdensome
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Tax
Rebalancing
▪

Parallel structures

▪

Code section 1446(f)

Allocation of tax (and other) liabilities
▪

Fund must come up with a workable convention to appropriately allocate tax and other liabilities to investors.

Partnership audit rules
▪

Default rule v push-out option

ERISA
25% v. REOC / VCOC exemptions

Bank Sponsors
Unaffiliated GP structures
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Business Development Companies (BDCs)

Mark Proctor
Partner
New York
mproctor@willkie.com

What is a Business Development Company?
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What is a Business Development Company?
Congressional intent to provide venture capital through a public vehicle
▪

Generally provides capital to small and middle market companies

▪

Must offer managerial assistance to portfolio companies

Closed-end fund
▪

▪

Legal status: investment company that elects to be treated as a BDC under the 1940 Act
▪

A BDC is not registered under the 1940 Act

▪

Subject to specialized SEC regulation as a BDC and many provisions of the 1940 Act apply to BDCs

Compared to registered closed-end funds, BDCs have:
▪

Increased ability to use leverage

▪

Increased ability to issue shares for less than net asset value per share

▪

Some flexibility to engage in transactions with affiliates

▪

BDCs – particularly non-listed BDCs – have aspects of both traditional closed-end funds registered under the
1940 Act and private funds
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What is a Business Development Company? (Continued)
Equity securities registered under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
▪

Exchange Act reporting requirements apply: 10-Ks, 10-Qs, 8-Ks and proxy statements

Subject to examination by the same SEC staff that examines registered funds

Broader, more “retail” category of investors than for 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7) funds
▪

1933 Act registered offering allows for true “retail” investors

▪

Private offering can target accredited investors and is not limited to qualified purchasers

▪

No limit on number of holders
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What is a Business Development Company? (Continued)
Option to have internal or external management. If externally managed, must have investment adviser
registered under Investment Advisers Act
▪

May pay performance fees to adviser

▪

Adviser compensation often has two components
▪

Fees on realized capital gains in accordance with Section 205 of the Investment Advisers Act

▪

Fees on income (typically above a hurdle rate)

▪

Cannot vary management fees (or other material terms of the security) for investors (e.g., side letters or share
classes)

▪

Annual approval of advisory agreement and adviser may be terminated on 60 days’ notice

Tax efficient (“regulated investment company” or RIC)
▪

Diversification

▪

UBTI and ECI blocker
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Structuring
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Structuring – Types of BDCs
Traded BDC
▪

Shares of BDC offered through IPO with concurrent listing on exchange

▪

Indefinite lifespan

Non-Traded BDC
▪

“Classic” Non-Traded BDC
▪

Continuous public offering, generally up to a preset amount

▪

Liquidity through periodic repurchase offers with potential to list on exchange or conduct other liquidity
event within 5-7 year period

▪

State “blue sky” considerations

“Private” BDC
▪

Shares offered through private placement

▪

Drawdown structure similar to PE-style funds

▪

May have no early liquidity or limited liquidity through periodic repurchase offers with potential to list on
exchange or conduct other liquidity event within 5-7 year period
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Structuring – Types of BDCs (Continued)
ERISA Considerations: In general, plan assets regulation applies (i.e., benefit plan investors are limited to less
than 25%) until a BDC’s stock is “publicly-offered security”
▪

Among other things, a “publicly-offered security” must be “widely-held” (i.e., owned by 100 or more investors
independent of the issuer and one another)
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Composition of BDC Portfolio
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Composition of a BDC Portfolio
A BDC must (i) be operated for the purpose of investing in eligible portfolio companies and (ii) (with certain
exceptions) offer to make available to such companies significant managerial assistance (Section 2(a)(48))

Restrictions on Asset Composition
▪

▪

A BDC may not purchase any “non-qualifying assets” unless, at the time of purchase, at least 70% of its total assets
consists of qualifying assets (other than operating assets, i.e., office furniture and equipment, interests in real estate
and other similar non-investment assets incidental to the BDC’s operations)
▪

Qualifying assets (other than operating assets) include interests in eligible portfolio companies, cash and U.S.
Government securities (see slides 57-59 for more detail)

▪

Total assets based on most recent financial statements filed by the BDC with the SEC

Composition of 30% “Bucket”
▪

Non-U.S. companies are included within the 30% Bucket

▪

30% Bucket can be very important as a way to seek yield and/or diversification
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Composition of a BDC Portfolio (Continued)
Generally, an “eligible portfolio company” is
▪

A U.S. company (organized and principal place of business)

▪

With an equity market capitalization of less than $250 million

▪

That is not an investment company or excepted from the definition of investment company pursuant to Section 3(c) of
the Investment Company Act
▪

▪

Generally speaking, financial services companies such as banks, insurance companies, underwriters, brokerdealers, mortgage lenders (i.e., that hold interests in mortgages) and REITs (other than REITs that invest in
physical real estate) would not be eligible portfolio companies, as they typically rely on an exclusion from the
definition of investment company under Section 3(c) of the Investment Company Act

Whose securities are purchased in a private transaction

Typical focus is on direct lending to companies, including senior loans, middle market 1st and 2nd lien loans,
mezzanine debt, and unitranche debt
▪

May also invest in syndicated loans, CLO debt and preferred and common equity

▪

Some jurisdictions may have lender licensing requirements (e.g., California)
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Composition of a BDC Portfolio (Continued)
Making available significant managerial assistance means
▪

Offering to provide, and providing if the offer is accepted, significant guidance and counsel concerning the
management, operations, or business objectives and policies of a portfolio company; or

▪

The exercise of a controlling influence over the management or policies of a portfolio company by the BDC acting
individually or as part of a group acting together which controls such portfolio company

▪

A BDC is not required to offer significant managerial assistance to companies with total assets of not more than $4
million and capital and surplus of not less than $2 million (Section 2(a)(47)) or to companies that are not “qualifying
assets”

▪

BDC may charge a fee for providing significant managerial assistance

Only need to offer
▪

In practice, it is unusual for a portfolio company to accept such offer

Section 12(d) of the Investment Company Act limits the ability of a BDC to own:
▪

Securities of other registered investment companies or BDCs

▪

Securities issued by broker-dealers, underwriters and registered investment advisers
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Leverage
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Use of Leverage
Unlike registered closed-end funds, BDCs may have multiple classes of outstanding indebtedness

BDC may have as little as 150% asset coverage for issuances of debt
▪

“Asset coverage” generally means the ratio of total assets of the BDC to the aggregate amount of outstanding debt
and preferred stock of the BDC

▪

E.g. - if BDC borrows $100mm, must have at least $150mm of assets

▪

Another way of saying permits 2:1 leverage (i.e. – BDC in example above would have $50mm of equity)

▪

Unfunded commitments (including revolvers) to portfolio companies generally do not count towards leverage limits
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Affiliated Transactions
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Affiliated Transactions
Section 57 of the Investment Company Act limits transactions between a BDC and most affiliates (includes
principal underwriters during distribution)
▪

Limits principal transactions between BDC and its affiliates

▪

Limits “joint transactions” involving BDC and its affiliates

▪

Limits payments to affiliates for acting as agent

▪

Limits ability of affiliate to borrow money or other property from a BDC

BDCs can generally avail themselves of the existing exemptive rules as well as no-action letters applicable to
registered funds that address certain affiliated transactions

Unlike private funds subject only to the Investment Advisers Act (which can generally solve conflicts through
disclosure and/or consent), certain transactions between a BDC and an affiliate (e.g., principal transactions)
may be simply prohibited under the Investment Company Act, and availability of SEC exemptive relief is very
limited
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Affiliated Transactions – Close vs. Remote Affiliates
Section 57 treats “close” affiliates differently than “remote” affiliates
▪

Transactions with a “remote” affiliate that would otherwise be prohibited under Section 57 may be permitted subject to
approval by the BDC’s independent directors

▪

More flexible than Section 17, which is applicable to closed-end funds

“Close” affiliate generally applies to affiliates in positions of direct influence over the BDC such as directors,
officers and employees of the BDC and the BDC’s investment adviser, as well as any persons controlling,
controlled by or under common control with such persons
▪

“Principal” and “joint” transactions generally prohibited

“Remote” affiliate generally applies to affiliates in positions of less influence over the BDC such as persons
who hold 5% of the BDC’s voting securities or affiliated persons of such holders
▪

Independent board approval based on a determination that the terms of the transaction are reasonable and fair to the
BDC’s shareholders and don’t involve overreaching of the BDC or its shareholders
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Affiliated Transactions – Co-Investment
Is the co-investment “joint”?
▪

Need the requisite element of combination or profit motive

Publicly traded investments, no negotiation (SMC Capital No-Action Letter)

Publicly traded instruments or private placements, only price is negotiated (Mass Mutual No-Action Letter)
▪

SEC staff has taken the position that co-investments involving negotiation of terms more than just price may be
considered “joint” where the investment adviser or other affiliate has:

▪

A material pecuniary incentive; and

▪

The ability to cause the BDC to participate with it in an aggregated transaction

▪

There is no formal guidance on all of the terms that may constitute “price” in this context
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Affiliated Transactions – Co-Investment (Continued)
SEC Co-Investment Exemptive Orders
▪

Permits other funds and/or accounts advised by the BDC’s investment adviser to participate in a co-investment
program with the BDC (where co-investment transactions would not otherwise be permitted), subject to certain
conditions

▪

Conditions include, but are not limited to, the following:

▪

▪

Adviser must independently determine appropriateness for BDC of any potential co-investment transaction
that falls within the BDC’s objectives and strategies

▪

BDC board, including a majority of its independent directors, must make certain findings with respect to each
investment

▪

Terms must be the same for each participating fund in a co-investment transaction

▪

Transaction fees (e.g., breakup or commitment fees) must be distributed pro rata to the BDC and the
adviser’s other clients who participated in the transaction

▪

Quarterly reporting to the BDC board of all potential co-investments that were not made available to the BDC

Orders do not generally permit BDC to invest in a portfolio company that is already held by an affiliate
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Taxation
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Federal Income Tax Treatment of BDCs
“Flow-Through” Tax Treatment as a RIC (optional, but generally elected)
▪

No corporate-level federal income tax on ordinary income or capital gains distributed to shareholders

▪

Diversification requirements tested as of the end of each quarter

▪

▪

Must be “diversified” as to 50% of assets – that is, as to 50% of the BDC’s portfolio, securities of any one
issuer (other than cash, cash equivalents, US Government securities and securities of other RICs) may not
represent more than 5% of the value of BDC’s assets or more than 10% of the outstanding voting securities
of the issuer

▪

No more than 25% of BDC’s assets may be invested in a single issuer, with certain exceptions

▪

Practical result of these requirements, taken together, is that BDC must have at least 12 investments when
fully invested (and generally more)

Source of income requirements
▪

90% of gross income must be derived from dividends, interest, payments with respect to certain loans of
securities, gains from the sale of stock or other securities, or other income with respect to the business of
investing in such stock or securities

▪

Excluded: income/gain from physical commodities (or derivatives), consulting income
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Federal Income Tax Treatment of BDCs (Continued)
“Flow-Through” Tax Treatment as a RIC (Continued)
▪

▪

Each year, a RIC typically distributes all of its ordinary income plus short-term capital gain (“ICTI”) and long-term
capital gain
▪

Income: If a RIC distributes less than 90% of its ICTI, it will be subject to entity-level tax on all of its income
in the same manner as a corporation.

▪

Capital Gain: RIC must pay entity-level tax on any long-term capital gain that it does not distribute. It can
then pass through a credit for this tax to its shareholders.

▪

4% Excise Tax: To avoid, RIC must distribute, on calendar-year basis, at least 98% of ordinary income,
98.2% of capital gains for one-year period ending October 31.

▪

Investments in original issue discount and/or accreting securities can strain cash available for distribution.

Character of dividends based on character of BDC’s income
▪

U.S. shareholders: preferential tax rates on BDC dividends sourced from qualified dividend income and longterm capital gains

▪

Non-U.S. shareholders: no withholding tax on long-term capital gain dividends, short-term capital gain
dividends and interest-related dividends
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Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs)

Arash Farhadieh
Partner
New York
afarhadieh@willkie.com

SPACs
Recent Headlines
Bill Ackman’s Pershing Square Tontine Holdings, Ltd. raises $4 billion.
Gary Cohn’s Cohn Robbins Holdings Corp. raises $720 million.
Former Speaker of the House of Representatives, Paul Ryan, targets $300 million for Executive Network
Partnering Corp.
Former NFL and NHL executives, Eric Grubman and John Collins, target $350 million for Sports
Entertainment Acquisition Corp.
Billy Beane and RedBird Capital Partners’ RedBall Acquisition Corp. raises $575 million.
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Special Purpose Acquisition Company - Overview
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What is a Special Purpose Acquisition Company?
▪

Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (“SPACs”), along with BDCs represent another avenue for
permanent capital. SPACs are companies without revenue or operating history, that raise proceeds in an
IPO for the purpose of acquiring one or more operating businesses.

▪

A sponsor (which may include Private Equity firms) raises capital to acquire a private operating company.

▪

Generally, all proceeds are placed in a trust account and are released in connection with the SPAC’s
completion of a business combination or are returned to investors.

▪

The sponsors invest an amount equal to the IPO expenses plus an amount for future expenses, in
exchange for warrants or units.

▪

The sponsor purchases “founder shares” from the SPAC for nominal consideration, typically $25,000. The
founder shares are the “promote” and typically represent 20% of the post-IPO outstanding stock.

▪

Prior to business combination, SEC reporting is streamlined due to limited operations.

▪

SPACs typically have 18-24 months to complete a business combination.

▪

If one does not occur, the SPAC will liquidate and will distribute to its shareholders their share of the amount
in trust.

▪

Sponsors are not entitled to receive funds on such a dissolution in respect of their founders’ shares.

▪

Once acquisition is announced, SPAC shareholders may be required to vote to approve the transaction
(e.g., in the even of a merger, etc.)

▪

SPAC must circulate to its shareholders a proxy/registration statement containing information relating to the
proposed acquisition, including audited and pro forma financial information for the target.
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What is a Special Purpose Acquisition Company?
Sponsor
Typical Structure

▪

Public shares equal 80% of the
total shares outstanding after
the IPO

▪

Founder shares equal 20% of
the total shares outstanding
after the IPO

▪

IPO proceeds are typically
invested in short-term U.S.
government securities

Public
Investors

Sponsor Holding
Company

Public Shares
Public Warrants

Founder Shares
Founder Warrants

SPAC

Trust Agreement

Trustee

IPO Proceeds
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SPAC Market Overview
▪

Prior to the most recent activity that began in 2017, raising capital through SPACs peaked around 2007.
Fundraising for SPACs stalled after the global financial crises, however, commencing in 2015 with
substantial activity from 2017, SPACs have again become very popular and an increasing number of them
are now backed by private equity sponsors.

▪

SPACs market continues to grow with three consecutive years of record breaking issuance. Investors
particularly favor repeat SPAC sponsors with established track records.

▪

The market terms appear to be shifting to issuer-friendly terms as investor appetite appears to be unabated,
as new distribution channels such as private wealth management networks are now increasingly participating
in SPACs.

▪

According to McKinsey & Company, in 2020 thus far, SPACs have attracted unprecedented sums of capital:
as of August 2020, SPACs that were actively seeking business combinations held about $50 billion of capital
(across more than 100 SPACs) and made up 81 out of 111 US IPOs. In one month in 2020, SPACs raised
more than they had in all of 2019.
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SPAC Market Overview (Continued)
▪

Over the past three years, a substantial majority of the SPACs have successfully acquired businesses. In
2019, SPAC IPOs produced approximately $13.6 billion in gross proceeds with an average IPO size of
$230.5 million. As noted above, SPAC IPOs have already produced more than $50 billion in gross proceeds
with an average IPO size of 328.5 million.1

▪

The popularity of SPACs has resulted in private equity sponsors seeking SPACs as an exit route instead of
an outright sale, and are now part of the RFP processes. In addition, Private Equity sponsors have been
increasingly either sponsoring or co-sponsoring SPAC structures.

SPAC registration in the US over the past decade

1

Source: SPAC IPO Transactions – Summary by Year, SPAC Insider, https://spacinsider.com/stats/
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SPAC Ownership: Considerations for Private Equity Sponsors
▪

Private Equity firms are increasingly utilizing SPAC structures as both an exit option for their existing portfolio
companies and as a technique or financing tool that they can use to implement their investment strategies.

▪

SPACs appeal to Private Equity Sponsors because, among other things, they have the following benefits:
▪

Permanent capital through access to public markets. Because SPACs don’t have any operations at
the time of IPO, registration statements can be prepared more efficiently and on a shorter timeline
than a traditional IPO process.

▪

Attractive economics inherent in a SPAC model, specifically SPACs require low upfront investments
with very substantial upside potential and shorter investment horizon.

▪

SPACs can be used as co-investment vehicles, allowing private equity sponsors to do side-by-side
transactions with less leverage and more equity as well as generating additional economics for the
Private Equity sponsor.

▪

SPACs can be attractive from a seller’s perspective where the seller receives equity because the
SPAC ensures greater liquidity vs an illiquid interest in a private company.

▪

SPACs also have plenty of appeal for potential targets. In a reverse merger, companies only need
negotiate a price with the SPAC rather than the wide range of prospective backers that comes with
an IPO. It also allows Private Equity sponsor’s to de-risk the IPO process of their portfolio companies.

▪

The complexity of post-IPO business combinations (which involves M&A, capital markets and
complex financing arrangements) plays to the strengths of private equity firms.

▪

Private Equity firms that are considering sponsoring SPACs need to consider whether to utilize
SPACs within an existing fund vehicle or as a separate standalone vehicle.
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SPAC Ownership: Considerations for Private Equity Sponsors
(Continued)
▪

According to Deal Point Data, 35 of the 277 SPACs registered from 2017 to October 2020 were sponsored
by Private Equity managers.

SPAC Sponsors
2017 - Present

13%

87%

Private Equity Managers

1

Other

Source: Deal Point Data
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SPAC Ownership: Considerations for Private Equity Sponsors
(Continued)
▪

Private Equity Firms, SPAC Ownership Structure:
▪

▪

Fund Level
▪

Conflicts of Interest – Establishing the sponsor entity inside an existing fund helps to
substantially minimize potential conflicts of interests.

▪

Fund Commitment – The Fund can underwrite the commitment thus eliminating the
uncertainty of cash in trust in connection with any business combination.

▪

Increased Capital and Returns – Provides the sponsor with additional source of capital
alongside the fund’s capital which allows the sponsor to consummate larger transactions.

Manager Level
▪

▪

Fund Governance – Analysis of the existing fund agreements are necessary to determine
whether the Private Equity Manager can sponsor a SPAC outside of the fund, including the
following considerations:
▪

Key Person – Will the key person provisions of the fund agreement be implicated?

▪

Deal Allocation – What types of investments can the Manager permit the SPAC to
consummate outside of the fund.

▪

Successor Fund Provisions – While a SPAC is not considered a “fund” in a traditional
sense, the terms of the fund agreement should be carefully reviewed in this regard.

Conflicts of Interest – Potential conflicts of interest may arise directly e.g. deal allocation, and
indirectly e.g. ownership of a competing businesses the SPAC vs the fund.
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SPAC Ownership: Considerations for Private Equity Sponsors
(Continued)
▪

SPACs represent another tool in the Private Equity sponsors’ toolkit that can be used to access permanent
capital to help expand their existing investment strategies, manage for the long term and provide access to
the Private Equity strategies to retail investors.

▪

Private Equity Sponsors can also use SPACs to access industries that sponsors would not otherwise target
or would be prohibited from targeting under their fund agreements.

▪

Unlike a typical Private Equity Fund which can take 12 months or more to raise capital, SPACs have a
relatively shorty timeframe circa 2-3 months and can therefore provide a diverse source of capital that among
other things can allow a sponsor to develop an investment track record in a new investment strategy.

▪

Increasingly Private Equity sponsors are using SPACs to augment their businesses and diversify their
investor base, to ensure that this strengthens their franchise, it is essential for sponsors to carefully review
their existing fund agreements, and related restrictions and to engage with their LPs to proactively address
any commercial concerns that the LPs may have relating to the same.
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Secondary Funds Left with Remarkable Amount of Unfunded Commitments
to Deploy
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Secondary Funds Left with Remarkable Amount of Unfunded
Commitments to Deploy (Continued)
Secondary Funds
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Source : Preqin, combined data on dry powder and historicalfundraising
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Impact of COVID-19 Crisis
Coming months expected to create opportunities for alternative liquidity solutions:

▪

o

Slowdown in the number of fundraisings

o

Slowdown of acquisitions and exits by PE funds
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Consequences for GPs and LPs

Sponsors/GPs

▪

Need new capital to inject into portfolio companies stressed by the COVID-19 crisis.

▪

Seeking new investment opportunities caused by COVID-19 market dislocations.

▪

To achieve realization of their existing portfolios to obtain liquidity for their LPs as well as realize their
carried interest.

Investors/LPs

▪

Looking to deploy unfunded capital.

▪

For others, looking to liquidate private equity investments for portfolio liquidity, allocation
rebalancing, and investment strategy shifts.
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What is a Continuation Fund?

Continuation Fund
▪

Moving the assets (or a portion thereof) from an existing fund into a new vehicle that will be capitalized by new
investors and/or existing investors.

▪

Generally anchored by one or more institutional investors that specialize in investing in secondary transactions

and fund restructurings.
▪

Existing LPs have an option to (1) not participate in the Continuation Fund and receive a payout, or (2) reinvest
or rollover into a Continuation Fund.

▪

Dry powder provided by investors will be available for additional investments into the portfolio companies.
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Sample Continuation Fund Transaction Structure
GP-led Transactions
Roll-over in the
Continuation Fund

Investors
opting for
immediate
liquidity

Existing LPs
Rolling-over

Rolling
Investors

Consideration
paid with new commitments

Existing
Fund

Lead
Secondary
Investor

Other
Secondary
Investor

Continuation
Fund

Portfolio

Asset 2

Asset 1

Trophy / Tailend assets
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Continuation Funds
Main Features, Objectives and Stakeholders

Sponsors
▪

Enables GPs to provide liquidity when the fund’s term is ending and some LPs want to wind down their
investments

▪

Can execute a long-term (4-5 year) plan to maximize a portfolio company’s value (where the LPA might otherwise

require the GP to repeatedly seek 1-year extensions of the fund term)
▪

retain “trophy assets” that have meaningful value creation opportunities beyond the life of the fund

▪

wind-down the fund - sell tail-end assets in a single transaction and provide final liquidity for existing LPs

▪

Opportunity to realize all or a portion of carried interest in the existing fund

▪

New economic arrangements at the Continuation Fund level

▪

Reputational/Marketing Benefits
▪

Can jumpstart fundraising for a new fund

▪

Opportunity to secure new investors that can be helpful long term
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Continuation Funds
Main Features, Objectives and Stakeholders

Investors
▪

For institutional/anchor investors, opportunity to acquire a defined portfolio

▪

Liquidity for exiting investors that do not wish to rollover/reinvest; continued exposure in a defined portfolio for those
who wish to rollover/reinvest

▪

A more orderly process than selling fund interests directly on a secondary market, which can involve varying prices
attached to one-off transaction, as in a Continuation Fund transaction there is only one price secured by the GP for
their interests
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Continuation Funds
Main Features, Objectives and Stakeholders

Conflicts of Interest
▪

As the GP will control both sides of the transaction (and will potentially gain financial benefit as a result),
conflicts of interests will arise in respect of the existing LPs and the new investors, particularly around (i)
valuation and (ii) carried interest generated by the transfer of the assets to the new investment fund

▪

Addressing conflicts:
▪

Obtaining the necessary consents from LPs or LPAC of the existing fund

▪

Retaining a third-party valuation agent

▪

Retaining a third party to run an auction process

Process
▪

Socializing the transaction with LPAC members and/or key LPs

▪

Disclosure documents for potential investors of the Continuation Fund and existing investors

▪

Negotiation of fund terms with lead/anchor investors

▪

Obtain necessary consents/waivers from portfolio companies being transferred
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Continuation Funds
Main Legal Terms of the Continuation Funds

Economic Terms
▪ Distribution waterfall is typically reset and the gain is calculated by reference to the purchase price. The LPA may
provide for a normal carry or a staggered carry to incentivize the GP in making the highest possible return in a short
period of time.

▪ Investment Period of the Continuation Fund will often vary depending on the type of underlying assets (e.g. a
growth equity portfolio vs controlled investments), however it tends to be shorter than a traditional PE fund.
Similarly, the term of the Continuation Fund tends to be shorter than a traditional PE fund.
▪ Reduced management fees compared to a normal PE fund.

Sources & Uses
▪ Investment policy restricted to investing in one or a series of pre-agreed assets (with the ability to do follow-ons).
▪ Significant portion of commitments drawn down at closing to pay consideration to the existing fund for the assets
being acquired by the new investment fund, with often some portion of commitments left undrawn for follow-on
investments.
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Continuation Funds
Main Legal Terms of the Continuation Funds (Continued)

Governance, GP Commitment and Exclusivity

▪ The LPA will provide for bespoke governance provisions, taking into account the limited purpose of the Continuation
Fund.
▪ GP commitment may be higher than its commitment to the selling fund as current investment team members of the
GP often reinvest the carry derived from the sale of the underlying assets to mitigate the risk of conflicts of interest.

Other Documents
▪ The selling fund and the Continuation Fund will enter into a sale and purchase agreement (SPA) to transfer the
underlying assets. The SPA will set out the purchase consideration.
▪ Secondary investors will often lead the SPA negotiations with the GP and will often obtain certain guarantees that
the GP will not amend the SPA without their consent prior to the closing of the deal.
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Fund Level Financing / Preferred Equity Lines
With a SPV

Without a SPV
LPs

Preferred equity
Provider(s)

LPs

Preferred equity
Provider(s)

STEP 2: Entitlement
to upside
STEP 1: Payment of
Preferred return

Existing
Fund

Existing
Fund

STEP 1: Payment of
Preferred return

STEP 2: Entitlement
to upside

Additional investment
in selected assets

SPV

Portfolio

Portfolio

Investment in
selected assets
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Fund Level Financing / Preferred Equity Lines
Main Features, Objectives and Stakeholders

Preferred Interest, Capped Return

▪

Often structured as an offering of additional interests in the fund. Investors subscribe to a separate class of preferred interest with a fixed return
(i.e. x% rate) and no carried interest.

Structured SPVs & Other Structuring Alternatives

▪

GPs may structure the preferred equity through an SPV to avoid amending the governing documentation of the existing fund.

▪

Alternatively, when used for follow-on investments, these types of lines may be invested as a preferred security in the underlying portfolio
company so as to avoid diluting the existing LPs and relieving pressure on GP valuation.
Valuation & Dilution, Main Challenges

▪

Offering a separate class of preferred interests mitigates the issues of valuation and dilution of the existing LPs. GP may want to consider offering
existing LPs the ability to subscribe to additional preferred interest.
“Pref Funds”

▪

Some fund managers have specialized in providing these types of “preferred equity lines”.
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Fund Level Financing / Preferred Equity Lines
Pros & Cons
▪

If done at fund level, easy to implement in terms of legal documentation and limited structure costs.

▪

If through an SPV, amendments may not be required.

▪

Elimination of the need for changes to the existing investors’ distributions waterfall (other than those
changes required to allow for priority distributions to the preferred interest holders and perhaps
adjustments to diversification or follow-on capital limits).

Pros
▪

Additional capital is available to support the entire portfolio.

▪

No impact on the funds’ economics (i.e. hurdle, etc.) until the capital is effectively drawn down.

▪

Mitigation of valuation and some of the conflicts of interest challenges relating to the injection of
additional capital into existing investments.

▪

If done at fund level, main legal hurdle for GPs is that the consent of the investors will likely be required
to approve the payment of a preferred return to a third party equity provider.

Cons

▪

Obtaining such consents from the existing investors may be challenging. The governing agreements may
require the consent of a supermajority because such amendments will involve revisions to the existing
fund terms relating to capital contributions and distributions.

▪

If done through an SPV, additional structure costs due to the setting-up of a new vehicle.
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Fund Level Financing / Preferred Equity Lines
Main LPA Terms
Economic Terms
•

Waterfall will provide for a priority return (over the existing equity investor) and no carried interest. In some cases, the preferred
return of the equity provider is capped, or substantially reduced, once agreed performance thresholds have been reached.

•

Parties will agree on a timeframe to deploy the preferred equity. In some instances, the preferred equity provider may require a
redemption right after a certain period of time to be able to cash out from its investment.

•

Management fees will often be reduced to a minimum. Expenses will be capped.

Sources & Uses
•

The preferred equity provider may impose restrictions on the use of the preferred equity (i.e. exclude certain assets or
cap the amount that can be committed on one or more existing assets).

•

Recourse to borrowing is often limited. May be used to leverage the investment of the preferred equity provider.

Governance, GP Commitment and Exclusivity

•

Governance provisions applicable to the additional equity commitment will generally follow the provisions already in place.

•

GP may be required to commit additional capital. The new GP commitment is then calculated as a percentage of the equity provider.

•

Restrictions will apply to the investors that are able to subscribe to the preferred equity.
o

The preferred equity provider will want to secure some sort of exclusivity noting the favorable economic terms applicable to the
return of the preferred equity.

o

Existing investors will often have an option to commit additional capital.
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Top-Up Funds
LPs

Existing
LPs

Existing
Fund

Portfolio

New
LPs

Top-Up
Fund

Add-on Investments
in debt or equity

New Acquistions
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Top-Up Funds
Main Features, Objectives and Stakeholders

New Fund with Limited Investment Objectives

▪

A separate fund is set up alongside the existing investment fund that needs the additional liquidity. The separate fund has its own investors and
own terms but limited investment objectives.

▪

While less popular, this option can be seen as an alternative to (or in combination with) the fund-level financing.

Opportunity Designed for Existing LPs Willing to Invest more without the need for immediate liquidity

▪

The investors in the existing fund would be afforded a right of first refusal to invest in the new top-up fund, with new third party investors taking up
the remaining subscriptions.

For GPs Confident on the Portfolio

▪

Principal objective for GPs managing older vintage funds with limited unfunded commitments available is to support a portfolio with the ability to
reset certain financial parameters for the future.

▪

The top-up fund may invest in equity or acquire debt instruments of the concerned portfolio companies.
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Top-Up Funds
Pros & Cons

▪

Allows for subscription by new investors without diluting the existing LPs at fund level.

▪

Flexibility on the financial terms applicable to the new top-up fund (reduced carry, reduced fees, longer

Pros

term, etc.)
▪

The new committed capital is available for all the investments (vs. the option of a continuation fund which
only supports certain investments which have been pre-identified as needing additional capital).

▪

Requires the GP to engage with investors in organizing the subscription process and obtaining any
necessary consents (i.e. the fund’s allocation priority and/or successor fund provisions will often need to
be amended to accommodate the creation of this vehicle).

▪

Cons

Proper conflicts of interest clearance will need to be provided for at the level of the existing fund.
Alternatively, the top-up fund may invest in portfolio company debt, in which case, priority is often given
to the equity in terms of governance (although this creates a debtor/creditor conflict).

▪

GPs should consider consulting the LPAC and/or hiring a third-party valuation consultant in establishing
the portfolio company valuations.

▪

Additional structure costs due to the setting-up of a new vehicle.
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Top-Up Funds
Main Legal Terms

Specific Terms

▪

Investment policy restricted to investing capital alongside the main fund or in the main fund’s portfolio.

▪

Term of the top-up fund and duration of the investment period are shortened.

▪

Standard PE waterfall with sometimes reduced carry.

Other terms will follow the main fund LPA
▪

To facilitate the legal discussions, GPs will want to use as much as possible the same legal documentation as the documentation of the main fund
(including on governance provisions).
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NAV or Asset-backed Facilities
Main Features, Objectives and Stakeholders

Non-recourse Secured Facility

▪

A NAV facility is a credit facility that is nonrecourse to the Fund and secured by pledging the fund’s interests in all or some of its portfolio
companies, and the proceeds from the NAV facility when drawn by the fund borrower, will be used by the GP on behalf of the fund to provide
additional capital to the portfolio companies. A NAV facility may be available across the whole portfolio or for a selected group of assets.

Limited Conflicts
▪

Compared to other solutions, the risk of conflicting interests between the LPs and the GP, or between two groups of LPs is mitigated when the
additional capital is provided by a third-party credit provider.

Limited Interactions with LPs but Complex Integration with Existing Network of Agreements at Portfolio Level
▪

Even if fees and interest paid to the bank/credit fund will affect the return, NAV facilities are increasingly popular with GPs as they limit the required
interaction with the fund investors. That being said, the fund’s governing agreements should be carefully reviewed to ensure that entering into such

NAV facility is permitted under the governing agreements, relating to, among other things, recycling, borrowings and diversification and follow-on
investment limitations.
▪

The governing documents of the entity whose equity is being pledged, or even the credit agreements of the underlying portfolio companies may
have transfer restrictions that prohibit some of the proposed collateral from being transferred or even pledged.
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NAV or Asset-backed Facilities
Main Features, Objectives and Stakeholders (Continued)

Valuation Challenge

▪

Valuation of the underlying assets, often carried out by the GP in PE funds, will have a direct consequence on the amount that the credit provider
agrees to lend, as this will determine the value of the security and the available commitments. Lenders customarily require a right to challenge
valuation carried out by the GP (event if audited).

Tax
▪

To the extent there are certain US tax-exempt investors in the fund, a tax analysis should be undertaken to assess whether the use of such NAV
facilities would generate UBTI.
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Questions?
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